Using one of the MAIN characters you are going to

NO

Create a poster……..
I have discovered something better!!!
“What did he just say?”
Yes, I said, “Glogster”. It’s a mashup tool. It’s a tool we can use online that allows us to add
multi-media to a traditional poster. You can add: pictures, text, music, video.
Good Characterization contains these four points:
(1) showing or describing appearance,
(2) displaying or relating actions,
(3) describing the character's thoughts,
(4) describing the reactions of others
1. Answer the four points that make good characterization in an interesting and persuasive
manner using the glogster online application. People will want to read the novel after
seeing YOUR project. (4 marks)
4 (Wow)
3 (Very Good)
2 (alright)
1 (What???)
Questions are answered
thoughtfully, completely and
in a manner that keeps
people
interested
and
wanting to change!

Thoughtfully and completely
answered in an engaging
manner.

Everything was answered.
‘Nuff said!

Ummm….did you read the
assignment?

2. Use prior knowledge and info from the novel in your mashup. Use what you’ve learned in
ELA! (vocabulary, ideas, etc….) (worth double!!! 8 marks)
8 (Wow)
6 (Very Good)
4 (alright)
2 (What???)
Questions are answered
thoughtfully, completely and
included tons of information
that we’ve learned! From
the novel, notes, research
and discussions.

Thoughtfully and completely
answered with information
cfrom the novel textbook,

Everything was answered
and
some
info
was
included.

Ummm….did you know this
was ELA?

3. Make it pretty….Make it yours…go beyond the clip art and try something unique! (4
marks)
4 (Wow)
3 (Very Good)
2 (alright)
1 (What???)
A ton of attention was paid
to the design. Everything
flows and is connected.
You went beyond what was
asked.

Looks good!
You have
some original elements.

Some
elements
were
connected,
but
some
elements were distracting.

Ummm….which way is up?

We have till the end of Wednesday’s class to work on it. It must be done before
Friday…You need into the lab talk to me!!!

